
In early 2015, DCSD began a rigorous selection process to find an integrated 
LMS to use throughout the entire district. DCSD chose itslearning’s one-stop 
solution from the seven learning management companies they evaluated.

To initiate the LMS and transition to one integrated system, DCSD has 
focused on its first two key needs. First, all DCSD teachers delivered student 
learning objective assessments in itslearning. Next, an early adopter group of 
nearly 750 teachers tried out the platform’s capabilities as a blended learning 
tool. As part of that initiative, the district loaded more than 250 courses 
across all subjects and grade levels onto the platform. DCSD personnel used 
itslearning’s customizable planner to organize the curriculum and ensure it 
was aligned to standards.

DCSD is now a year into its adoption of a one-stop solution for digital 
curriculum management. Chief Information Officer Gary Brantley reports that 
the early adopter group has found the system’s interface and functionality 
to be very user-friendly. “Teachers are extremely excited about the fact that 
everything is in one location. They don’t have to close this application and 
then go on to that application,” Brantley says.

The itslearning LMS has made it easier for DeKalb County teachers district-
wide to deliver assessments. 

The data they’re getting back is far more 
accurate, allowing us to tie all the different data 
streams together to produce data analytics 
for each classroom. That will help us chart our 
course going forward. We’ll know in real time 
where improvements need to take place in our 
classrooms.”

Gary Brantley, Chief Information Officer DCSD

“

Successful Digital Curriculum Strategies:  
Secrets from Leading School Districts
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As districts begin the transition to more 
fully digital curricula, early adopters 
have learned the keys to successful 
implementation including such best 
practices as designing an integrated 
solution, establishing online spaces for 
teacher collaboration, and making sure 
curriculum changes are dynamically 
updated across the district. Here’s what 
three districts have to share.

Introduction
A digital curriculum that takes students beyond 
the walls of the classroom is essential for 21st 

century learning. Best instructional practice 
today involves using digital materials that 
prepare students for what they will need to 
know and do in their personal and professional 
lives. The question is not whether districts will 
embrace a digital curriculum, but when and 
how. Districts that are already successfully 
implementing digital curricula—DeKalb County 
(GA) School District, Harford County (MD) 
Public Schools, and Wayne Township (IN) 
Metropolitan School District—have identified 
challenges and pass on tips for best practices.

Digital Curriculum Challenges

How to implement a digital curriculum strategy is a vital question. Transitioning 
to a digital curriculum creates unique management challenges. These challenges 
often begin when multiple platforms for curriculum planning, instructional practice, 
and assessment overwhelm teachers and district administration. Take a look at this 
chart listing some common challenges. How many are familiar to you?

Scanning the chart, it’s easy to see that one of the challenges is teaching 
consistency. When districts lack certainty about what teachers are teaching and 
how well students are learning, essential elements of accountability and data are 
lost. Without teaching consistency, a district cannot measure student and teacher 
performance against common standards. Neither can the district identify best 
practices or individuals, groups, or subject areas that need special attention.

Common Curriculum Challenges

Multiple systems and platforms to manage overwhelm teachers and create 
inefficiency.

It’s difficult to facilitate best practice when there’s uncertainty about what’s 
being taught, weak digital resources slip in, and model lessons using digital 
resources are not shared consistently.

It’s cumbersome to track and compare student progress when there’s 
uncertainty about which standards are being covered in lessons or how and 
what learning is being measured, resulting in assessment data that’s not fully 
reliable and problematic accountability.

It’s time consuming to implement curriculum changes.

Often digital resources are underutilized and return on investment is not fully 
realized.

This lack of teaching consistency 
often stems from how a district has 
implemented digital learning. When 
a district adopts multiple learning, 
curriculum, and assessment 
management systems, there’s no 
one integrated system to track 
and coordinate all of these critical 
elements of the educational 
process. Without a centralized 
system for housing digital 
resources, there’s no way to ensure 
that, when resources are updated, 
all lessons using those resources 
are updated as well. While some 
teachers may be aware of content 
changes or updates that strengthen 

a lesson using a digital resource, 
others may not. As a result, this 
lack of consistency in teaching 
continues to grow.
Each teacher’s comfort level 
with integrating digital resources 
into curriculum planning and 
instructional practice varies widely. 
On one end of the spectrum, 
teachers are spending too much 
time creating content—particularly 
if they’re duplicating efforts 
or focusing on certain areas of 
learning at the expense of others. 
At the other end of the spectrum 
are teachers who don’t know how 
to use the different platforms and 

so avoid using digital resources 
altogether or let students take 
the lead in using the resources—
without giving them the kind of 
instructional guidance they need to 
maximize learning.

Fundamentally, lack of teaching 
consistency leads to lack of 
alignment with curriculum 
standards and assessments. 
One key to delivering teaching 
consistency is through high-quality 
curriculum management.

Digital Curriculum Challenges Digital Curriculum Management Solutions

Multiple platforms to manage overwhelm 
teachers and create inefficiency.

Design a one-stop solution: give teachers, curriculum 
managers, and parents quick and easy access to courses, 
resources, and student progress—all from one user interface 
with a single log-in.

It’s difficult to facilitate best practice when 
there’s uncertainty about what’s being 
taught, weak digital resources slip in, and 
model lessons using digital resources are 
not shared consistently.

Build best practice into course design and pedagogy: establish 
online spaces for resource sharing and teacher collaboration.

It’s cumbersome to track and compare 
student progress when there’s uncertainty 
about which standards are being covered in 
lessons or how and what learning is being 
measured, resulting in assessment data 
that’s not fully reliable and problematic 
accountability.

Align units, lessons, and assessments: connect all units, 
lessons, and assessments to district, state, or national 
standards and to established learning outcomes. This 
alignment will increase the accuracy of data collected from 
student assessments and will also increase student and 
teacher accountability.

It’s time consuming to implement 
curriculum changes.

Adopt a dynamic solution: ensure curriculum changes are 
automatically reflected throughout the district, in every school 
and for every teacher.

Often digital resources are underutilized 
and return on investment is not fully 
realized.

Maximize curriculum investments: make existing resources, 
including free content, easily accessible to teachers.

Smart  
Management Solutions

Many solutions for implementing and 
managing a digital curriculum are found in 
evolving systems that address the precise 
problems that confound district leaders and 
turn teachers off to a digitalized curriculum. 
Solutions like those that define the 
curriculum management component of the 
itslearning learning management system. 

Let’s complete the chart point by 
point with itslearning’s proven 
solutions.

itslearning for Digital Curriculum Management

itslearning is a next-generation learning platform that goes 
beyond the traditional learning management system (LMS) 
by allowing educators to easily plan and manage their 
curriculum. This interactive and flexible digital learning 
planner, coupled with a searchable learning objective 
repository, is designed to help every district reach its 
curriculum management goals. 

The itslearning LMS offers built-in curriculum management capabilities. 
A district can connect courses, resources, and assessments with common 
standards and learning objectives. This ensures the alignment of all teaching 
objectives across the district, as well as the accurate measurement and 
comparison of student progress and performance.

Consider these defining features and how they can improve digital 
curriculum management in your district.

Track and Advance Student Progress
itslearning provides flexible methods for 
delivering concrete, actionable feedback. 
Assessments are pre-aligned to standards 
selected for a specific lesson. Planner 
sharing allows curriculum directors and 
teachers to copy lessons from one course 
to another. Content reports by standards 
are automatically generated and delivered 
to personal dashboards. Teachers can select 
resources that cater to their students’ differing 
needs from the variety of digital materials 
organized by the LMS.

Facilitate and Promote Best Practices
itslearning also encourages best practice 
in course design and pedagogy through 
modeling and collaboration. Course templates 
include a customized planner, resources, 
assessments, documents, standards, and 
course settings. Course updates are done with 
ease. Resources can be shared to personal, 
school, district, or global collections and can 
also be reviewed and rated. Flexible tools 
support multiple teaching strategies such as 
Universal Design for Learning, assessment 
for learning, backward design, personalized 
learning, student-focused learning, and 
project-based learning.

Streamline Curriculum Management
Curriculum guides, instructional frameworks, 
and resources for teaching and learning are all 
located in the same platform with one log-in. 
All content created by teachers, schools, the 
district, and publishers is stored in one central 
location—the LMS library—and is searchable 
by keyword and curriculum standards. When 
library content is updated, all courses using 
that content are automatically updated.

Maximize Curriculum Investments

itslearning extends a district’s investment 
in existing curriculum resources by enabling 
greater use of those resources. Materials 
purchased from publishers are easily added 
to the LMS library, as is free (OER) content, 
promoting greater use and providing more 
equitable access to instructional materials in 
all schools. With multiple tools and formats for 
creating and uploading digital content, teachers 
can select student tasks and assignments 
aligned to standards that document learning 
mastery. In addition, the copying and sharing 
features of itslearning’s LMS offer more cost 
savings by enabling widespread distribution of 
high-quality “homegrown” teacher, school and 
district-produced materials.

In answering the how of digital curriculum management, 
itslearning offers the flexibility to meet the needs of diverse 
districts in size and scale. The itslearning white paper “The 
Challenge of Digital Curriculum Management” profiles three 
school districts from around the country and explores the 
specific challenges they met in tackling a growing digital 
curriculum. Each of these districts is finding solutions through 
itslearning.

Three Districts Close Up:  
Solving Digital Curriculum Management Challenges

Meet school districts in Georgia, Maryland, and Indiana that are digitalizing curriculum and find out 
how itslearning is addressing their needs. For more background on each district and its history of 
transitioning to a digital curriculum and to itslearning, view resources on the itslearning website. 

Webinar: For expert insight on best practices for effective 
curriculum management, view this itslearning webinar.

DeKalb County, Georgia 
Challenge: No Centralized LMS 

• Metro Atlanta

• Third largest district in Georgia

• 103,000 students

• Five regions with regional superintendents

• 136 schools

DeKalb County School District (DCSD) had a history of 
allowing significant autonomy within its five different 
regions. One result was multiple learning management 
systems across the district. Without a centralized 
system, the process of accessing courses, delivering 
curriculum updates, and retrieving student data was 
time-consuming and inefficient for district-level 
personnel.
 
When DCSD began shopping for a digital curriculum management 
solution, the district consolidated its major challenges into four key 
needs:

1. Assessment tools that would provide easier delivery of assessments 
and more accurate results to produce more reliable data analytics;

2. Curriculum management tools that would support the district’s 
move to blended learning;

3. Professional development tools to support the district’s 6,400 
teachers in understanding and teaching with a blended learning 
methodology;

4. Communication tools to support the district’s highly diverse student 
body and promote greater family involvement in student learning.

Harford, Maryland 
Challenge: Moving to a Digitalized Curriculum 

• Suburban Baltimore

• Eighth largest district in Maryland

• 37,000 students

• 54 schools

For the last ten years, Harford County Public Schools 
(HCPS) has been transforming its curriculum and 
instructional practices. There have been major changes 
in standards along the way, including Common 
Core, which morphed into the Maryland College 
and Career-Ready Standards, and a transition to the 
Next Generation Science Standards. The district also 
introduced a “Bring Your Own Technology” initiative and 
a move to a digital curriculum.
 
In order to deliver that digitalized curriculum, HCPS needed to acquire an 
LMS. The district considered its various requirements and identified the 
following key values:

• Choosing the best curriculum—not simply taking a curriculum 
binder and loading it onto a system platform;

• Supporting teachers in the transition—not simply handing 
teachers a curriculum integrated with digital resources and 
expecting that they would know how to proceed;

• Supporting students as digital learners—recognizing that, 
despite their technological savvy, students need clear and 
effective instruction with digital tools.dent body and promote 
greater family involvement in student learning.

Martha Barwick, HCPS Coordinator of Instructional Technology, attended 
a 2014 ASCD conference and looked at a variety of learning management 
systems, including itslearning. It was the efficiency of itslearning that stood 
out. “It really does allow us to manage curriculum,” says Barwick. “It’s a great 
combination: a curriculum management system where teachers are accessing 
curriculum, seeing learning units, and setting the sequence of learning. But 
then students can also access it. So we’re not having to use two different 
platforms.”

HCPS has phased in the itslearning platform. The district focused on eighth-
grade social studies, tenth-grade English, a geohazard high-school science 
course, and third-grade library media as pilot courses. Curriculum-writing 
teams created course templates that consisted of a standards-aligned planner 
and linked materials, including digital resources and student-centric activities.
“Plus, teachers can go to the itslearning library and search for additional 
content that’s not already in the curriculum planner,” notes Barwick. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The district is currently engaging in professional development in various 
content areas to support the development of digital curriculum. 
All HCPS high schools have implemented itslearning. 
Reports are that students have also responded well to 
the digital curriculum. “The engagement is strong,” says 
Susan Brown, HCPS’s Executive Director of Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Assessment. “Seeing students create pages and 
resources is really exciting.”

Wayne Township, Indiana
Challenge: Simplifying Digital Curriculum Management and 

Improving Curriculum

 

• Near Indianapolis

• One of nine townships in Marion County

• Metropolitan School District

• 16,000 students

• Approximately 25 schools and programs for Pre-K–12

For Wayne Township’s Metropolitan School District, 
the challenge of curriculum management was how to 
make teaching a digital curriculum simpler and easier. 
Teachers were wrestling with multiple platforms and 
weren’t accessing approved digital resources to a 
degree that met district expectations.

Through the process of investigating another LMS, district technology 
and curriculum leaders recognized the power of the itslearning as 
a digital curriculum management solution. The all-in-one platform 
would streamline curriculum planning, instruction, and assessment for 
Metropolitan School District teachers.

In the move to itslearning, district leaders also saw another golden 
opportunity—to improve the curriculum. Pete Just, Chief Technology 
Officer for the Metropolitan School District, recalls how the decision was 
made “to take the opportunity to restructure our curriculum and put the 
latest, greatest information on curriculum standards into our learning 
management system.” Wayne Township added an additional staff 
member versed in technology and curriculum to assume the curriculum 
overhaul tasks. The district spent the greater part of a school year 
preparing for the implementation.

“Teachers are very busy,” says Just. “If we complicate things by keeping 
curriculum in one place, instruction in another, they’re probably not 
going to work between the two very much. Our goal is to create a very 
rich, exciting solution for teachers. When they log in to itslearning for the 
first time, they’ll be able to move quickly to get value out of it,” he says.

By the way, we’ve 
re-branded our 
product for more 
ownership. We’re 
calling it the 
Wayne Learning 
Hub.”
Pete Just,  
Chief Technology Officer for the Metropolitan School District

“

Selecting an LMS: 
Getting Started with itslearning

itslearning enables schools to better facilitate instructional 
delivery. With one integrated platform for K–12, teachers 
can easily and efficiently develop course and lesson plans, 
distribute assignments, mark tests, and share reports and 
information. For district curriculum leaders, itslearning 
is a powerful district-wide solution to the challenges of 
ensuring that curriculum and instruction at all grade levels 
are preparing all students for 21st century success.

T: 1-888-853-2761 | www.itslearning.net | briefing@itslearning.com
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Webinar: Integrating Digital Content for Learner Centered Instruction

Webinar: Curriculum Management Best Practices
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